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The Omicron variant: what we know so far, and the latest on Pfizer’s antiviral pill Paxlovid
Summary: Omicron is more contagious than Delta and evades both natural immunity (i.e., prior infection) and
acquired immunity (from vaccines) at a higher rate as well. However, there are signs that Omicron entails lower
hospitalization risk than prior variants. While hospitalization risk may be lower per infection, the higher
transmissibility of Omicron may translate into higher total numbers of hospitalized people.
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Omicron: what we know so far
Omicron tracking
 The “good” news about Omicron: unlike Delta and Beta, it can be tracked via a simple PCR test (like the Alpha
variant) with subsequent genomic sequencing to confirm its presence. Both Alpha and Omicron have a specific
spike protein deletion at positions 69/70 which causes one of the three PCR assay tests (the S-gene test) to fail.
As a result, a PCR test with two positive assays and a failed S-gene assay is considered a reliable Omicron marker
Mutations
 Omicron has 32 spike protein mutations compared to Delta which had only 9. Vaccines target the spike protein’s
three dimensional shape, so greater mutation may lower efficacy for vaccines developed for prior variants.
Omicron is not genetically descended from Delta, suggesting it might have mutated in an immunocompromised
person. The tens of millions of immunocompromised people around the world can serve as incubators for
mutations since vaccines are less effective in such people, and they can remain infectious for several months
 Nine Omicron mutations are seen in other variants of concern; 8 have not been seen before but lab data suggest
they are a threat; other mutations are unknown. Some mutations signify potential resistance to antibodies
derived from existing vaccines. Others show potential for increased transmissibility (speed with which viruses
pass from one organism to another) and increased infectivity (ability of a pathogen to establish an infection)
 Good news: Omicron uses the same ACE2 receptor cell entry point like other variants, so its mutation is not beyond
the fundamental design of existing vaccines
In vitro and field analysis
 Virus replication in human and animal tissue. HK scientists found that Omicron replicated 70x faster in bronchial
tissue than Delta, but replicated 10x slower than the original variant in lung tissue. Multiple studies have now
shown that in animal models, Omicron resulted in reduced lung cell infectivity, reduced lung organ viral load and
reduced inflammation when compared with prior variants
 Contagiousness. Disease modeling scientists estimate that Omicron is 3x-6x more transmissible than Delta
 Natural immunity from prior infection. Antibodies from survivors of Alpha, Beta and Delta variants barely
neutralize the Omicron variant (first chart on next page), signifying almost complete immunity escape. This has
been confirmed in South Africa and the UK where reinfection has been 3x-8x higher than during Delta and Beta
waves. However, Omicron antibodies do appear to provide protection against prior variants
 Hospitalization risk and disease severity:
• The latest study from South Africa shows that hospitalization risk is lower with Omicron: 2.5% of Omicron cases
ended up being hospitalized compared to 12.8% for non-Omicron variants, a 70%-80% decline. However, once
patients end up in the hospital, the outcomes were roughly the same as for the Delta variant.
• UK study: Omicron entails 20%-25% lower hospitalization risk and 40%-45% lower risk of hospitalization stays
lasting more than a day, both compared to the Delta variant. For people with prior infection, the two risks
decline by 50% and 61%. A study from Scotland showed an even larger decline in hospitalization risk.
• Southern California/Kaiser Permanente study: substantially reduced need for ventilation and shorter hospital
stays from Omicron compared to Delta
• Lower hospitalization risk may result from T-cell defenses. Recent studies show well preserved T cell function
6-8 months out from vaccination or prior infection. Furthermore: a third shot appears to result in memory B
cells, another immunity defense, adapting to combat Omicron
• It is unclear whether Omicron is intrinsically less virulent than prior variants, or whether the benefits of
natural and acquired immunity are reducing hospitalization risk. One UK study points to the latter: the
Imperial College of London found that for unvaccinated people who had never been infected, the decline in
Omicron hospitalization risk is only 10% lower than for the Delta variant
• Bottom line: positive news for each infected individual; but from a public health perspective this good news
may be offset by a larger number of hospitalized people due to Omicron’s higher contagiousness
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 Vaccine efficacy. Concentration of neutralizing antibodies in vaccinated people were 40x lower when infected
with Omicron compared to the original variant. In comparison, vaccine antibodies were 6x-8x and 3x-5x less
prevalent with Beta and Delta variants compared to the original variant. These measures don’t translate neatly
into vaccine efficacy given B-cell and T-cell defenses, but suggest higher immunity evasion with Omicron
 Vaccine efficacy. The UK Health Security Agency analyzed several hundred Omicron cases and found that Pfizer
efficacy against infection fell to just 30%-40% with two shots but rose back to 70%-80% with a booster shot (second
chart below); other studies found that infection plus two shots also delivered high efficacy. Boosters increase
antibody presence and also appear to create antibodies targeting more parts of the virus than the first two shots.
It now looks like this efficacy boost against symptomatic infection may partially fade after ten weeks, but efficacy
vs hospitalization and severe disease are likely to remain very high
COVID survivor neutralizing antibodies vs infection by
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The table is from the UK and shows how vaccine effectiveness vs hospitalization remains high vs Omicron but
only after a booster shot. Without a booster, VE is 72% after two shots within 24 weeks but fades thereafter.
The chart on the right shows the antigenic drift of Omicron vs prior variants, illustrated spatially in an analysis
from Eric Topol at Scripps Research Institute. Distance between each variant indicates how well its antibodies
neutralize against the other. Omicron came out of nowhere, rendering efforts to project the future of the
pandemic somewhat futile. There is too much written about the future of a pandemic that is still evolving. Time
would be better spent trying to understand COVID’s true origins, with the goal of preventing another one.
Vaccine efficacy vs hospitalization by dose
Dose

Interval after
dose

Vaccine efficacy vs
hospitalization

1

4+ weeks

52%

2

2-24 weeks

72%

2

25+ weeks

52%

3

2+ weeks

88%

Source: UK Health Security Agency, Dec 31, 2021.
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New vaccines and antivirals
Pfizer expects to deliver an Omicron-specific vaccine by March 2022. mRNA vaccines are relatively easy to alter
compared to other vaccine types. Once the change is made to recognize the new spike protein, only 2 dozen
people need to enroll in a trial to make sure the updated vaccine works after which it can be distributed (i.e., no
need for Phase III trials and/or regulatory approval). This process could take 4-6 weeks. As you can imagine,
the process of revaccinating everyone for a new variant would be logistically challenging if required
Some very good news now that that the clinical trial data for Pfizer’s COVID antiviral pill Paxlovid is available:
 Paxlovid does not rely on the body’s immune system to combat the virus: it directly binds to the SARS-Cov2 main protease before the virus begins high-level replication
 The part of the virus that Paxlovid binds to has only undergone 1 mutation, rather than the 30 that occurred
in the spike protein
 Paxlovid must be taken within 3-5 days of symptom onset, and is taken with twice a day for 5 days along
with Ritonavir (another viral protease inhibitor)
 Trial results: reduced hospitalization risks by 89% in unvaccinated high risk patients, 94% risk reduction for
those over 65. For lower risk individuals and vaccinated people, hospitalization risks declined by 70%
 Trials were conducted during summer Delta wave; Pfizer believes based on lab studies that Paxlovid should
retain “robust antiviral activity” vs Omicron
 The FDA issued an emergency use authorization for Paxlovid in December 2021
Sources: Jeffrey Barrett, UK Sanger Institute and former Chief Science Officer at Genomics; South African Health
Ministry; Katelyn Jetelina, University of Texas Health Science Center/Houston; David Fisman, University of Toronto
Dalla Lana School of Public Health; Otello Stampacchia, Timmerman Report; ThermoFisher Scientific; Shane Crotty,
La Jolla Institute of Immunology; Stellenbosch University South Africa; Catholic University of Leuven (Belgium);
Rockefeller University (NYC), Eric Topol (Scripps Institute)
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